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ABPS National Philatelic and Picture Postcard Exhibition 

Pond's Forge International Sports Centre, Sheffield, S1 2BP 
Friday 6th and Saturday 7th May 2011 

9am to 5pm. 

Philatelic 
Hosted by Sheffield Philatelic Society. 
See details at: www.sheffield2011.org.uk 

This is a prestigious venue providing excellent facilities for the displays as well as for 
dealers and meetings. It is easily reached by road with excellent links by bus and tram 
to the main railway station. 

Frames of both competitive philately and non-competitive material will be on display, 

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II has graciously permitted the display of some of her 
private collection, on the theme George V - GB and Commonwealth, to mark the 100th 

anniversary of the King's coronation. 
An award winning display of material showing the History of the Olympic Games will be 
shown by John Crowther. 

The Society of Olympic Collectors will be in attendance with a table. 

Bob Wilcock will be presenting "The 1908 Olympic Marathon, London — the 

Greatest Race of the Twentieth Century!" at 1:30p.m. on Friday 6th. 

Sheffield 

Society 

FRONT PAGE 

Welcome to another New Year, and a pre-Olympic year. As London 2012 approaches the S.O.C. 
will continue to document material, with the aim of a consolidated publication in 2012. 

2011 promises to be year with plenty of interest for collectors. In addition to looking out for 2012 
material there are a number of collector events. 
Details of Cologne in April appear on page 48. where SOC will be sharing a table with SPI. 
For UK members we have Sheffield in May, as detailed below. 
The 17th World Olympic Collectors' Fair will be held from 4-7 August, 2011 in Chicago, Illinois -
more details will appear in the next issue. 

S.O.C. will be playing an active role by providing presentations: 
Bob Farley - 'The Road to London 2012' in Cologne, and; 
Bob Wilcock - 'The 1908 Olympic Marathon, London' in Sheffield. 
John Crowther will display 'The History of the Olympic Games' in Sheffield. 

Those manning the S.O.C. tables are always pleased to welcome members, so please drop by 
at any of the events we are attending. 
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THE ROAD TO LONDON 2012 

Bob Farley 

With 500 days to go until the 2012 Olympic Games commence in London, it seems appropriate 
to review the 'journey' that already been completed, as the pace quickens and the Games loom 
closer. 

The Selection Process 

1.0 	Historic qualification of the bid city. 
Previous major sporting events: 
- Olympic Games; 
- World Championships; 
- National Championships. 
Infrastructure: 
- Transport; 
- Accommodation 

2.0 	

Declarations of interest 

3.0 

Selection of a National candidate 
by the National Olympic 

Committee 

4.0 

Selection of Candidate Cities by the 
International Olympic Committee 

Executive Board 

5.0 	

Selection of the Host City 
by the International Olympic 

Committee at an I.O.C. Session 
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1.0 Historic qualification of the bid city 

London 1908 
IV Olympic Games 

London 1944 
XIII Olympic Games 

 

 

London 1948 
XIV Olympic Games 

Birmingham 1992 

 

Manchester 1996 

Manchester 2000 

 

IVth Olympic Games, London 1908 

Great Britain first demonstrated the ability to host an Olympic Games in 1908. The Games were 
organized at short notice after the withdrawal of Rome the selected host city following a volcanic 
eruption that required the diversion of resources planned to organize and provide the 
infrastructure for the Olympic Games. 

The organization and staging of the Olympic Games by London in such a short period was 
largely the result of the main stadium being provided by the organizers of the Franco-British 
Exhibition. 

Events were held in the stadium between July and October 1908. 

The 1908 marathon was held 'on the road to London' from Windsor to the Stadium at the 
Franco-British Exhibition on July 24th, and was destined to become the most memorable event 
of the IVth Olympic Games. 

Original plans for postal operations included a post office designated as 'STADIUM', and dies 
were prepared for the cancellation of this office. The planned location of this post office was 
reallocated before the exhibition opened so the Stadium post office never operated, and no 
examples of the cancel have been recorded. Press reports in France note the existence of a 
mobile telegraph office (without stating a location), so the existence of a receiving cancel for 
telegrams remains a possibility. 

Two post offices were in operation throughout the Exhibition. 
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Fig. 1 Handstamp dated July 24, 1908: 
FRANCO BRITISH EXHIBITION 
/ LONDON / 
11.30.AM/JY 24 / 08 

Fig. 2 

r.'ost Cara 
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=44 
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Handstamp dated July 24, 1908: 
BALLYMACLINTON / SHEPHERDS 
BUSH,EXHIBITION.W / 
1.45.PM/JY 24/08 

cr, 
c.A1:3  • 

t4TO. 	 • 

The main stadium hosted the 
summer events from the 13th. - 25th. 
July, 1908. 

Fig. 3 (and detail) 

Postcard with hoarding 
advertising the summer 
events of the Olympic 
Games. 

Fig. 3 - detail 

Autumn events in the main stadium were concluded with field hockey on October 31st., 1908. 
Two firework displays were then staged at 8 pm., and 10 pm. 
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Handstamp dated October 31, 1908: 
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XIVth Olympic Games, London 1948 

The ability of Great Britain, and London in particular, to 
host an Olympic Games was again demonstrated in 1948. 

Hostilities resulting from World War II ceased in 1945, and 
three years later London met the challenge of hosting the 
Olympic Games in 1948. 

Shortages of all kinds resulted from the conflict and the 
1948 Games are often described as the 'austere' Games. 

Printing resources were amongst those depleted by the 
conflict and because the production of non-essential 
literature was considered ostentatious and wasteful, 
souvenirs of the 1948 Olympic Games are not as plentiful 
as would be expected. 

The series of four postage stamps issued on 
July 29th, 1948: 

2Y2d. Globe and wreath; 3d. Globe and 'athlete'; 
6d. Olympic Rings; 1/- Winged Victory'. 

The 2Y2d. Globe and wreath design used on a postcard 
with commemorative slogan cancellation. 'OLYMPIC 
GAMES WEMBLEY GT.BRIT Illustrated with Olympic 
rings'. 
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Privately produced commemorative 
postcard: 

XIV / 1948 / OLYMPIAD / LONDON 

The card is produced on relatively 
low quality cardstock, reflecting the 
shortage of resources. 

The quality of the materials from 
which this postcard was created 
have not influenced the design, 
engraving and printing. Whilst the 
design and production may be naive 
and artisan, the printed product is 
well executed. 

The 2Y2d. Globe and wreath design 
used to frank the postcard and it has 
received the commemorative slogan 
cancellation. 
'OLYMPIC GAMES WEMBLEY 
GT.BRIT 	Illustrated with Olympic 
rings'. 

Note that the separation between 
message and address has been 
crudely hand-drawn to avoid printing 
the back. 
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London 2000 - April 1991 

London entered the competition to host the 2000 Olympic Games by submitting a proposal to 
the British Olympic Association. 
On the 24th. April, 1991 the British Olympic Association selected Manchester to go forward as 
the British Applicant City. 

Sydney was selected as host of the 
2000 Olympic Games at the I.O.C. 
Session held in Monaco in 1993. 

Following the British applications to host 
the 1992 Olympic Games at 
Birmingham, and the previous failed 
submission of Manchester to host the 
1996 Olympic Games, a popularly held 
opinion was formed that for the Olympic 
Games to return to Great Britain, the 
applicant city must be London. 

Privately produced postcard to 
commemorate the application by 
London to host the 2000 Olympic 
Games. 

The tourism handstamp of Tower Hill dated 24 APR '91 represents a well known landmark of 
London and the date of the British Olympic Association decision. 
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FEVER UND FLAMME. 
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2.0 Declarations of interest 

Initial declarations that did not result in submissions 
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Candidate City 
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3.0 Selection of a National candidate by the National Olympic Committee 

Rostock 2012 

Stralsund / 

Ruelen 2012 

Luebeck 2012 

Kiel 2012 

Cuxhaven 

2012 

Stuttgart 2012 

Frankfurt 2012 

Hamburg 2012 

Dusseldorf 

2012 

Leipzig 2012 

12.04.2003 Germany 
Note that Germany selects 
both a Sailing' city and a 
'Games' candidate. 

Leipzig selected 

TEL-AVIV 
201  2 
CANDIDATOCITY 

0Q9 

Stuttgart 2012 



Madrid selected 

Sevilla  
2012 

2M12 

Spain 

21.01.2003 

Seville 2012 

Madrid 2012 

RIO 
2012 

Brazil 
	

Rio selected 

07.07.2003 

Sao Paulo 2012 

Rio de Janeiro 
2012 

LO 2 
APPUCANT CITY 
FOR THE 2012 
OLYMPIC GAMES SAO PAULO 2012 
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United States of America 

20.10.2001 27.08.2002 02.11.2002 

New York selected Dallas 2012 Washington 
2012  

San Fransisco 
2012 

Cincinnatti 2012 Houston 2012 New York 2012 

Los Angeles San Fransisco 
2012  2012  

Tampa 2012 New York 2012 

Washington 
2012  

Houston 2012 

San Fransisco 
2012  

New York 2012 
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ISTANBUL 2012 
APPLICANT COY 

NYC 2012 

  

NYC2O Z 
CANDIDATE CIT Y 

099 ri 

 

NYC20 2 

 

NYC2012 
CANDIDATE CITY 

999 

4.0 Selection of Candidate Cities by the International Olympic Committee 
Executive Board 

I.O.C. Executive Board - Selection of five Candidate Cities 18.05.2004 

Havana 2012  Leipzig 2012  Istanbul 2012  
Rio de Janeiro 

2012 

Moscow 2012  Paris 2012  London 2012  New York 2012  Madrid 2012 
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PARJS2 01 
CANDIDATE CITY 

099 

PARIS2 
VILLE CANDIDATE 

5.0 Selection of the Host City by the International Olympic Committee at the 
117th  I.O.C. Session 

117th. 1.0.C. Session, Singapore 06.07.2005 

Moscow 2012 Paris 2012 London 2012 New York 2012 Madrid 2012 

The Bid timeline for London 2012 - section 1 

2003 — Bid team formed, led by Barbara Cassani. They prepared the original 'Applicants 
Questionnaire', outlining details of how London would stage the Games. 

16 January 2004 — The Bid was officially launched at Covent Garden. Applicants 
Questionnaire sent to the IOC. 

Nine other cities sent in Questionnaires - Havana, Leipzig, London, Madrid, Istanbul, Moscow, 
New York, Paris and Rio de Janeiro. 

18 May 2004 — IOC shortlists London, Madrid, Moscow, New York and Paris. Event marked by 
firework display at the London Eye. 

Sebastian Coe becomes Chair of the bid company, Keith Mills continues as Chief Executive. 

14 



"LEAPING ur LONDON" 

CANDIDATE Clir 

SmartStamp cover mailed at Much Wenlock Post 

Office on 10.07.04. with a 2"6  class indrcia, uprated to 

• Of  class by a 7p. definitive stamp to obtain the 
counter cancel. The slogan "Leap for London' was 
adapted to Leaping for London as a message of 
support. 

20 
CANDIDATE CITY 

Official postcards, first Bid Committee issue - a series of five designs. 
Horizontal: Thames Barrier, London Eye, Tower Bridge. 
Vertical: The Gherkin, Nelson's Column. 

No text in the message area. 

Back the Bid for the 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games at 
www.london2012.org 

LEAP for LONDON - 2004 

The slogan 'LEAP for LONDON' was adopted by the Bid Committee as a clear and simple 
phrase to solicit public support for the candidacy. 

The Society of Olympic Collectors celebrated their 20th anniversary in 2004. The introduction of 
SmartStamps by Royal Mail, and the permission of the London Bid Committee to use their 
design created an opportunity for the S.O.C. to publicise their support for the Bid. 

'LEAP for LONDON' appeared on three series of postcards, two published by the Bid 

Committee, and one published by Boomerang Media Cards. 

15 
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20 
CANDIDATE CITY 

"Leap for London" 
Official postcards, 
Boomerang issue 

Official postcards, Boomerang issue - a series of four designs. 
Vertical: London Eye, Tower Bridge, 

The Gherkin, Nelson's Column. 

Text in the message area, Boomerang Media Cards as divider. 

17 



MAKE BRITAIN PROUD 
o 

2012% 
Ss- 	CANDIDATE CITY 

£0.21 
494C 3L2J 

15.11 04 

SmartStamp cover mailed at Canary 
Wharf, (location of the Bid office), 
commemorating the submission of the 
Bid Book - 15.11.04 

+39ND 
2012 

CANDIDATE CITY 

Official postcards, second Bid Committee issue - a series of five designs. 
Horizontal: Thames Barrier, London Eye, Tower Bridge. 
Vertical: The Gherkin, Nelson's Column. 

Text in the message area. Single line as divider. 
W•kome 61. ecrte to • My *len Ohm sornedden oweyon• 

nrenn uve. 	 tedeleernec • Coe, ke c.1% 

0.61.1106 6611-01.1.‘ Qom 6111, kcal and A.16-61 weds% 
Locerldeed ecce .6161 6.76derce tom dc 	ceeron 1%04.1,6/ [cm. 
66.d 16. 6.■■• Wm./ Undo. My. •"r/ etc. 

Cda166661666486.6.4b161.1.1 ., aced. 6. emAd Comm lam 
66,166.6-1661eden 6-c .1% yoe rch. Our no. Oel• a 116,66 Mk. :Ica Few. 
soacceular Wiry 

.1161.36111.61601.6.1016 and 61110•6616 
tocc 	 13 nil KAM, an 6616 	 crei. tream 	OWL 

reeradene bet/and dr Y,u Mccey ocuc 
KA ,„-r 	 taeees Hutzks d 6.6 ler.• And ct% 

Back the Bid for the 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games at 
www.london2012.com or text London to 82012 

Bid timeline - section 2 

May-November 2004 — Candidate File assembled, spelling out in detail how the London 
Games will be staged. 

15 November 2004 — 15-year-old east London schoolgirl Amber Charles handed in the 
Candidate File to 10C headquarters, Lausanne. 

18 
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BACK the BID 

Back the Bid' was introduced 
as a slogan to encourage 
public support. 
Self-adhesive stickers with the 
Bid logo and the slogan were 
given to attendees at 
promotional events. 

& CANDIDATE CITY " 

(./ o' 
	20AI. 

A further self-adhesive sticker with revised text 
but continuing the Back the Bid theme appeared 
with 'I Backed the Bid / Today!' It was given to 
visitors at events in recognition of their 
attendance and support. 

Backer Bid 
Official 	postcards 
were also released 
with the 'Back the Bid' 
slogan.. 



Mr R. J. Wilcock, 
24 Hamilton Crescent 
Brentwood 
Essex 
CM14 5ES 

1.0.0 Evaluation Commission, 19th 
February, 2005 2nd class, English 
indicia SmartStamp upgraded to 1st 
class. 
Trafalgar Square counter handstamp 
cancelling 7p. make-up value. 

Bid timeline - section 3 

February 16 - 19, 2005 — IOC's Evaluation Committee visited London to inspect the plans. 

February — July — London 2012 team worked on the final bid presentation. Public support for 
the Games was growing: 75 per cent 'back the bid', with four million signed-up supporters. 

IOC aelualkel Conirdsion 
15 - 19 Fabassy 2005 

20 
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A high-tech exhibition. The London 2012 
Bid Experience using state-of-the-art 
technology to show how the Games 
would transform the capital and giving 
visitors the chance to come face to face 
with a British Olympic legend. A life-size 
hologram of four-time rowing gold 
medallist Sir Matthew Pinsent invited 
visitors to take a virtual journey up the 
River Thames and to 
enjoy London 2012's acclaimed Sport at 
Heart bid film. 
A 10m tall statue of an Olympic athlete 
stood at the entrance of the exhibition, in 
Trafalgar Square until 4 March. 

The London 2012 Bid Experience was opened19.02.95 by Olympic legend Sir Steve Redgrave, 
who said: "It's great to have the London 2012 Bid Experience right in the heart of London. 

20 
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"I Backed the Bid / Today!' sticker on a 
postal used official Bid Committee 
postcard. 

2012 
Royal NV 

qacks the Bid 

+ 14a.111C0eNV 

201:32 
CANDIDATE CITY 

01,,,c Vat 	 Today! 
vrefixim low as 
A T. 500-A-A 

The sticker has been tied to the 
postcard by a coding machine mark. 

'London / 2012 / Royal Mail / Backs the 
Bid! 'ink jet cancellation . 

Back Me 	 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games at 
www.london2012.com or text London to 82012 

Support for the Bid 
Royal Mail 

	

	
Royal Mail demonstrated their support for the Bid by the use of 
ink-jet slogan cancellations at the London Mail Centres. 

Ink jet slogan cancellations from London South Mail Centre. 
17.02.05 on commercially used commemorative cover. 

Ink jet slogan cancellation from Watford Mail Centre. 
19.02.05 on commercially used commemorative cover. 
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Royal Mail is proud to support 
London's bid to host the Olympic 
Games and Paralympic Games 
in 2012. 

IN 0845 7740 740 

Royal Mail further demonstrated their support for the Bid by the issue of a stamp booklet 

containing 6 x1st  class 'gold' Machin definitive stamps. 

The outer front cover displays the text: 	Supporting 
London 2012 

The inner front cover has a self-adhesive label with the text:: 

Royal Mail is proud to support 
London's bid to host the Olympic 

Games and Paralympic Games 
in 2012. 

The booklet contains 6 x 1 st  class self-adhesive 'gold' Machin definitive stamps with two 
phosphor bands. The selvedge between the die-cut stamps is removed during production. 

22 
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Newham young artists backing the bid 

Z.*. • 11 

Newham Schools Olympic Draw. 

In support of London's bid for the 
2012 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games, Newham Council has been 
working with the Royal Academy of 
Arts outreach team to develop 
drawing skills and techniques 
among secondary school children 
using the Olympic theme. 
Six drawings were reproduced as 
postcards. 

Olympic Draw 

if  Newham aiiir 
Royal 

of Ar 
Acad emy 

ts 

Olympic Draw 

Newham young artists backing the bid 

aka 111 

Olympic Draw 

Olympic Draw 

Newham young artists backing the bid 

_e1111 

Olympic Draw 

Newham young artists backing the lbd 

111 

Newham young artists backing the bid 

Paf.„ 111 

Newham young artists backing the bid 

k",e. ■ 
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EDF Energy, a Premier Partner of London 2012 utilised photographs from gettyimages gallery 
to publish a series of postcards. 

ATHENS - AUGUST 23 
Kelly Holmes of Great Britain 
celebrates as she crosses the 
finish line and wins gold in 
the women's 800 metre final 
on August 23, 2004 during 
the Athens 2004 Summer 
Olympic Games at the 
Olympic Stadium in the 
Sports Complex in Athens, 
Greece. 

ATHENS - AUGUST 20 
Ondrej Raab of the Czech Republic battles the 
rapids during the men's K-1 class slalom semi-
final on August 20, 2004 during the Athens 
2004 Summer Olympic Games at the Schinias 
Olympic Slalom Centre in Athens, Greece. 

24 

ATHENS - AUGUST 15 
Tiantian Wang of China competes in the 
qualification round of the team event at the 
women's artistic gymnastics competition 
on August 15, 2004 during the Athens 
2004 Summer Olympic Games at the 
Olympic Sports Complex Indoor Hall in 
Athens, Greece. 
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The postcards were distributed as a series of twelve to 
commemorate an OLYMPIC EXHIBITION presented by EDF 
Energy. The cards are jumbo' size 210 x 148mm. 

 

Backing the Bid 

'S401.+1' 
PREMIER PARTNER 

Premier Partners of the London Bid were granted the right to use the Bid Logo design for 

advertising purposes. 

Backing the Bid 

1st. Class franking by meter No: N1201568 / LONDON EC4 / GREAT 
BRITAIN / POSTAGE PAID / Backing the Bid / LONDON 2012 logo / 
PREMIER PARTNER 

Publicising the Bid 

To publicise the London 2012 Bid, a franking machine at the Bid office was fitted with a 
LONDON 2012 slogan. 

2nd. class franking by meter No: PB321981 / 
LONDON E14 / GREAT BRITAIN / POSTAGE PAID / 
LONDON 2012 used by the Bid Committee. 

""- •••••1/ 
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CANDIDATE CITY 

"Back London's Bid" 
Official postcards, 

issued by the British High 
Commission, Singapore. 

Buckingham Palace 

Busking...am Ratais -Me worlds most famout idiom! 
• Working home of Hfri Qoo'000,4, 1  
• Butt :1702 - mound 830 mono & acres diaries 

win its own Whet 
• Dont rnisSirre soectailite Changing 01  4,0 Guard 

(Oily at I lam 0405-00,11, 511,1  

• 50.000 ViStOrS each year 
• Rart of Ina 101,1,00 232 Road Cyciro and tt)ita ESTIlfg.  Y)D  

Triathlon Routes 

London. when *Ia.? 

1.15es 
museums 
cnemio 

girices and 5 symor,-- n.rriteelrail 

AIR MAIL PAR AVION 

t4+3 3t4,4 I-MAW, 6 

TMel Pf PANG 

ltc1) -SOMA gai-c. 

MALfirso 

Mush High Commission 

127  ‘It'' 
S ■ h;:AFCLE -41140.V*.  

C.01111•11n., 

Bad, Lo•ncit.sie ea; co *o 20n 2 Oknap-C ClameS end Pofnlymps Garneo at 
AvondonUon2012.:vn 

A second vertical design shows 

Tower Bridge 
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Dear 

...did you know thin 
hosting the sailing 
Olympic Games an 
g London wins On c r• 
You can help us nol 
support at WWw.io,-  
texting LONDON to 

Wry 
cV••■••■• 

...did you know that 
hosting the sailing 
Olympic Games and 
if London wins on 
You can help us Woo 
support or 
tending LONDON to 

"Ifr 
{.111••■■ 

Weymouth and Portland - 2012 Sailing Venue. 

Promotional postcards, designed and produced by Year 12 Art Students at Budmouth 
Technology College, Weymouth, Dorset. 'Jumbo' cards 208 x 148mm. 

Back the Bid 
CAMPIIMIN CITY 
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VaNI)Ofs,P 
201 

CANDIDATE CITY 

7ApR '05 
R Wilcock 

24 Hamilton Crescent 
BRENTWOOD 

Essex 
CM14 5ES 
England 

Countdown to the selection 

March 28th, 2005 - 100 Days to go! 

At very short notice, the London 2012 Bid Committee unveiled a graphic design to 
commemorate that there were 100 days remaining before the historic selection of the host city 

for the XXXth. Olympic Games would take place in Singapore. 

Postal used SmartStamp with 1st. class indicia, POST BY 28.03.05. The design uses the London 2012 
Bid Committee design to signify 100 days to go. 

April 17th, 2005 - 80 Days to go! 

To reinforce the message that London has a proven record of organizing international sporting 
events, linkage was created with the 25th. London Marathon. An image was created forming the 
number 80 from athletes in an aerial view of runners crossing Tower Bridge. 

Back the Bid for the 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games at 
www.london2012.com or text London to 82012 

Official Bid Committee postcard cacheted with the London Marathon 80 days to go image. 
Tourism handstamp of Tower Hill, London, an important landmark on the marathon route. 
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Official Bid Committee postcard with 
cachet showing the countdown clock. 
22 APR '05 Tourism handstamp of 
Trafalgar Square, location of the 
countdown clock and planned 
celebrations on July 6th. 

OD 

201 ,  
CANDIDATE CITY 

22 WI '05 

75 Days: 22 April —6 July 2003 
Cherie Moir and Tessa Joist!! 

Unveiling the Countdown Clock 

Back the Bid for the 2012 Olympic Gal. 
www.london2012.com or to 

56194,601c 6 64  

days 
// / to go! I I 

E0.30 
, X7X 7L7E 

17.05.05 

HE FINAL COUNTDOWN 
COUNTDOWN 

Postal used SmartStamp with 
1st. class indicia, 
POST BY 17.05.05. 
The design uses text, 
'Singapore 6th. July 50 days 
to go!' 

e 	e 	 201" 

May 171" 2005 

April 22nd, 2005 - 75 Days to go! 

Cherie Blair and Tessa Jowell presided over a ceremony to unveil the Countdown Clock in 
Trafalgar Square in readiness for the planned celebrations on 6th. Jufy. 

May 17th, 2005 - 50 Days to go! 
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Bid timeline - section 4 

6 July 2005 — London 2012 delegation travels to Singapore to make its final presentation. The 
group includes 30 young people from east London. 

July 6th. - 9th., 2005 - 117th. I.O.C. Session, Singapore 

The 117th. I.O.C. Session took place between the 6th. and 9th. July, 2005 in Singapore. The 
most important items on the agenda for the five remaining contenders for the honour to host the 
XXXth. Olympic Games were their final presentations and the ballot of I.O.C. members which 
took place on the 6th. July. 

Sheetlet issued by Singapore Postal 
Authority 05.07.2005 to commemorate the 
117th. Session of the 1.0.C. 

Sheetlet contains six values, 1st Local, 
50c., 
2 x 60c., 2 x $1.00, with attached labels. 
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R K Farley 
3 Wain Green 
Long Meadow 
Worcester 
WR4 OHP 

Decision day, July 6th., 2005 117th. I.O.C. Session, Singapore 

Three commemorative SmartStamps were planned for 'Decision Day'. 
- Design showing an artist's impression of the main stadium for London 2012. 

'Congratulations' text for the selected host city of the XXXth. Olympic Games. To achieve a 
SmartStamp imprint with a POST BY 06.07.05 date, the printing had to take place by midnight of 
the 5th. July 2005. 

The original plan was to prepare designs to congratulate both Pads and London: 
- Pads as perceived favourite - a decision taken by 'the head'; 
- London in hope - a decision of the heart. 

SmartStamp with 1st. class indicia POST BY 06.07.05 illustrated with an artist's impression of 
the main stadium, London 2012. 

After preparation and printing of the above SmartStamps, designs were prepared and finalised 
for the printing of the 'Congratulations' SmartStamps. The initial printing had reduced the account 
credit balance and additional funds were needed for the planned prints. Attempts to add funds to 
the account were unsuccessful due to a problem with the Royal Mail server, and attempts to add 
funds by telephone identified that the only funding route was via the internet and the 
malfunctioning server. 
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A 
ACIVAL MAL 

MPONAllt 

UN \ 	\I ‘11 

Royal Mair 	Greol Bruin 
Recorninande 

signedfor 
RI 5184 7477 3G13 

III I 11 
RI 5184 7477 368 	Sig rag 

RI 5184 7477 SGB 
Pius/rim HAMPUNG A REG1471:17M0 DISNERY SINGAPORE 

06.07705 11 
Selection of the Host City 

C., es of the XXX' ayes,  de 3017 
117' Session of the IOC Singapore 6 July 2005 
LONDON, MADRID, MOSCOW, NEW TORR. PARR FINER!! 

International signed for (Registered) cover from United Kingdom to Singapore, venue of the 

117th Session of the I.O.C. 
Franked with £3.77 SmartStamp incorporating an illustration of the proposed Main Stadium, and 
2nd. (£0.21) definitive, mailed and cancelled at Trafalgar Square 06.07.2005. Royal Mail and 

Singapore Registration labels. 

2012 Summer Olympics - ballot results 
Voting Round 

City N.O.C. 1 2 3 4 
London Great Britain 	EE1 22  

21 
 20 

27 
25 

39 
33 

54 
50 Paris France 	I 11 

Madrid Spain 32 31 - 
New York United States 19 16 - - 
Moscow Russia 	■ 15 - - - 

Jaques Rogge, President of the International Olympic Committee, announced the host 

city of the XXXth  Olympic Games as London. 

The selection process and bid timeline was complete. 
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'Congratulations' SmartStamps printed on 05.07.05 

I I 
Host City 

XXXth Olympiade 2012 

'Congratulations Paris 2012' 

Printing of the planned SmartStamps to 
congratulate both Paris and London with POST 
BY 06.07.05 date was severely restricted by the 
failure of the Royal Mail server as it was not 
possible to add funding until after midnight on 
the 5th. July. 

I I 
Host City 

XXXth Olym 

" 

	

	

plade 2012 

.v  * 
Postal used examples of SmartStamps with 
1st. class indicia POST BY 06.07.05 with 
'Congratulations' designs for Paris and 
London. 

The 38mm diameter Revenue Protection 
cancel used to cancel the encrypted section 
of the indicia is not available 'by favour' and is 
rarely used on traditionally franked items. 
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2 012?' 
OLYMPIC CITY 1 1 EC3A 

ROYAL MAIL 

R K Farley 
3 War Green 
Long Meadow 
Worcester 
WR4 CHF 

'Congratulations' SmartStamps printed on 06.07.05 

With the Royal Mail server operational, and the host city announced as London, it was possible 
to prepare SmartStamp covers with the POST BY date of 07.07.05. in the hope that they would 
attract coding marks on the reverse dated 06.07.05. 

Host City 

XXXth Olympiade 2012 

Postal used example of SmartStamp with 1st. class indicia POST BY 07.07.05 with 
'Congratulations' design for London. 

SmartStamps have a limited period of validity from the time of printing - generally until the end 
of the next working day, and as a result, in the same way as meter franking, they do not require 
cancellation to prevent reuse. In the mail sorting process, a coding mark is added to the back of 
most items which contains the time of sorting, and it was hoped that these covers would receive 
a clear 06.07.05 coding mark. 

The 30mm diameter Revenue Protection cancel used to cancel the encrypted section of the 
indicia is a clear indication of the actual posting date, but cannot be requested. 

It transpires that as SmartStamp franking is still a relatively new innovation for Royal Mail, a 
disproportionate number of items are selected for validation by the Revenue Protection section, 
to ensure that photocopied indicia are not fraudulently used. A bulk mailing of items to a 
common address arouses suspicion and results in the high incidence of the Revenue Protection 
cancel on SmartStamp commemorative covers. 
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Back London's Bid 
6 July, 2005 - Singapore 

Postcard 'Back London's Bid', 
Tower Bridge, distributed by the 
British 	High 	Commission, 
Singapore. 

Briddo - one of London's beet-loved ■ andrnarke 
• Opened .n 1894 

• 800 ft in 4,101 
• Raised over 900 emse a year to of tall 1000 ttvough 
• Per-crane:: Wee of Centre) London 
• Backdrop to London 2012 Marathon mute 

London, whore IOW 

Dye, 
rml ,qn peopd, 

Re0 1e  090 0g01 spoke, 
Tr,  diffenem efdeeo oonenunites 
70 different flAttliiii wakes 
6.900 vestauranta and cake ano 0.000 pude 
and ben, Enjoy! 

Cancellation for the Olympic 
Museum Exhibition dated 06 
July 2005. 

The Exhibition was concurrent 
with the I.O.C. Session. 

tbae.,(4. 0.1.1c.00k  

ttatn■ OicA r..rzw.ett 

S,MnttaeZerA,Ifig.eAS46.104: 

5..Crs—sariOel..Ocro 

Cachet for London 2012 
provided by F.I.P.O. 

Brit 	Commission 

	

GAPORt 
	

2O1 
CA Pui C 

Back London's BO for tre 2012 01yrrtric awns% ar-c Parairtpic Game at 
ww00ionJorr2012 00171 



SINGAPORE 
2005 

117th IOC SESSION 

LONDON 

2012 

LONDON 

2012 

LONDON 

2012 

LONDON 

2012 

LONDON 

2012 

LONDON 

2012 

Sheetlet issued by Singapore Postal 
Authority 05.07.2005 to commemorate the 

selection of London as host of the XXX th  

Olympic Games. 

Sheetlet contains six values, 1st Local, 

50c., 
2 x 60c., 2 x $1.00, with attached labels. 

'LONDON 2012' 

On the 6th of July, 2005 the London 2012 Bid team achieved their objective and suddenly found 

themselves facing a seven year onward journey to deliver the XXXth  Olympic Games. 

New objectives, programmes and milestones had to be prepared to create the 

Delivery timeline for London 2012. 

	To be continued! 
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MUNICH 2018 - Postal support and promotion 

Information from Thomas Lippert 

The selection of the host for the 2018 Olympic Winter Games is drawing nearer. Support and 
promotion of the Munich candidacy to become the first host of both summer and winter games 
has received a philatelic boost. 

4  \.ca L A 0, 

0 	■;:.‘ 
c., . 101.040  6?‹, 

Q. 	 I'$ 
Y7  

i.-i  - - 
W 	

MUNCHEN 2018 Z i 
..) cv. Candidate City  is. 
0 ri, 	 li t'2 

1$, —9.-4.2011 

50672)  

Handstamp, 9.04.2011, 
Köln 

M C 
No. 

Mail Centre 

01 Dresden 

02 Bautzen 

03 Cottbus 

04 Leipzig 

06 Halle 

07 Gera 

08 Zwickau 
12 Berlin-Sudost 
17 Neubrandenburg 

18 Rostock 

19 Schwerin 
20 Hamburg-Zentrum 

21 Hamburg-Sud 

23 Lubeck 

24 Kiel 

25 Elmshorn 

26 Oldenburg 

28 Bremen 

29 Celle 

30 Hannover 

32 Herford 

34 Kassel 
35 Giessen 

MONCHEN 2018 
Candidate City 	 -5 

pit  seiveAt""19  I Z.- 3  

-3 -3.2 011 wtteLailtz" 

0939 '311.6.b‘  

Handstamp,3.03 - 
20.6.2011, Munchen 

M C 
No. 

Mail Centre 

37 Gottingen 

38 Braunschweig 

39 Magdeburg 

40 Dusseldorf 

41 Monchengladbach 

44 Dortmund 

45 Essen 

46 Duisburg 

49 Osnabruck 

50 Köln-West 

51 Köln-Ost 
53 Bonn 

54 Trier 

55 Mainz 

56 Koblenz 

57 Siegen 

58 Hagen 

59 Hamm 

63 Offenbach 

65 Wiesbaden 

66 Saarbrucken 

67 Ludwigshafen 

70 Stuttgart 

12-ic Eteixe.tbarto 
ant.eAAVU:e_n !  

MUNCHEN 2018 
Candidate Ci:y 

www die-f•cundlkhel-spele.de 

Slogan in use at 69 Mail 
centres as below. 

M C 
No. 

Mail Centre 

72 Reutlingen 

73 Goppingen 

74 Heilbronn 

75 Pforzheim 

76 Karlsruhe 

77 Offenburg 

78 Villingen-Schwenningen 

79 Freigurg 

80 Munchen 

82 Starnberg 

83 Rosenheim 
84 Landshut 

86 Augsburg 

87 Kempten 

88 Ravensburg 

89 Ulm 

90 Nurnberg 

92 Am berg 

95 Bayreuth 

96 Bamberg 

97 Wijrzburg 

98 Suhl 

99 Erfurt 
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Pins of the National Olympic Committees, 
International Federations and National Governing Bodies 

by Peter Wade, Sid Marantz and Bud Kling 

With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and pin traders. 
Described as the "largest spectator sport of the Games", Olympic pins have existed for over 100 
years and have been traded among athletes and officials for almost the entire time. Spectators, 
the press and sponsors have been involved in a big way for well over 30 years. To help British 
collectors get "up to speed" with this area of Olympic collecting, two longtime, expert collectors 
have begun a series of articles on pin collecting. Sid Marantz and Bud Kling have been to 25 
Olympics between them. They have published articles and given talks on pin collecting in various 
forums to collectors and sponsors VIPs all over the world. They have managed pin trading 
centers for Games Organizing Committees and Coca Cola for every Olympics since 1998. They 
are both members of the International Society of Olympic Historians. For this article, Peter Wade, 
widely acknowledged as one of the leading experts on National Olympic Committee Pins and an 
Olympic Collector for over 30 years, volunteered to help this effort by contributing to this article. 
We must, once again, thank Leonard Braun for supplying many of the images seen here. In the 
last issue of Torch Bearer, we covered the pins of one of the three permanent members of the 
Olympic Movement; The International Olympic Committee. In this article we will cover the pins of 
the other two; The International Federations and the National Olympic Committees. 

International Sport Federations 

If we return to our old friend, the web site of the International Olympic Committee 
(http://www.olympic.org), we learn that there are currently 35 International Sports Federations 
governing the sports programs of the Summer and Winter Olympic Games. The 2 newest 
additions are Golf and Rugby. In addition, the IOC, recognizes 30 other federations whose sports 
are not currently a part of the Olympic Program. Examples of these include Cricket and Baseball. 
These Federations are in charge of the actual competitions and supply the officials and handle 
all the details and determine how an NOC can qualify for the Games in that particular sport. Each 
IF is also the absolute governing body for this sport in all other competitions like World 
Championships and regional games. A Games Organizing Committee provides the competition 
venues and other support but does not run the competition, the IF does. 

Pins of the International Federations 

International Federations do not 
produce many pins but they produce 
some. They make both undated 
(generic) and games dated pins. These 
pins are usually obtained at the 
competition sites from officials of that 
federation. Many of these IF's have 
sponsors and some also make pins. 

taN11■1111Nr 

Luge Tennis 
	

Ice Hockey 
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The National Governing Bodies 

In each country that has attained a certain degree organization in a sport, the IF in that particular 
sport will recognize a governing body to administer that sport in that country. These entities are 
called National Governing Bodies (NGB) and run that sport in that country. Technically, each 
NGB selects athletes to represent its "team" and the sum total of all these NGB's make up that 
country's full Olympic Team. This group of teams and competitors is administered by that 
country's National Olympic Committee (NOC). In reality, these functions are one and the same in 
many countries and usually are only structured more formally in wealthier, larger and more 
developed countries. 

Pins of the National Governing Bodies 

A huge quantity of NGB pins, both dated and undated, exist and we expect to see a great variety 
in London in 2012. Both varieties show up at most Games and can usually be obtained from a 
country's athletes, coaches and officials of that particular sport. For a number of years, NGB's 
have become good at obtaining sponsors. Pins sponsoring certain country's "teams" should also 
be available next year. 

Argentina, Luge. 	 Jamaica, 	 Bulgaria, 
	 U.S.A., Diving. 

Bobsleigh. 	 Swimming. 

National Olympic Committees 

The final permanent members of the Olympic Movement are the National Olympic Committees. 
National Olympic Committees (NOC) exist in almost every country in the world. The mission of 
the NOC's is to develop, promote and protect the Olympic Movement in their respective 
countries in accordance with the Olympic Charter There are currently 204 of these committees 
representing more entities than are members of the United Nations. There are some NOC's that 
are not true nations like Puerto Rico and Hong Kong China. Current IOC policy will no longer 
permit entities with this status to become new NOC's. The number and names of NOC's 
fluctuate as world events and politics evolve. Former countries like the Soviet Union and East 
and West Germany are no longer members of the Olympic Movement. The Netherlands Antilles 
has just disbanded and so the NOC for this entity has ceased to exist. These former entities 
have been replaced by the likes of a unified Germany and the former republics of the FSU which 
are now independent countries. Newer NOC's include countries like Montenegro and the 
Marshall Islands. Countries have also changed names. Ceylon has become Sri Lanka. Pins for 
all the above entities exist and the older ones are coveted by long time collectors 
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Pins from former and current political entities 

Pins of the National Olympic Committees 

NOC Pins have existed for over 100 years. Examples below: Sweden 1906 and 1908, Canada 
1908 and Czechoslovakia 1908. 

Ceylon. - Sri Lanka 
	

U.S.S.R. - 	Russia 

Burma. - Myanmar 

Regional pins issued by political entities who are not official NOC's 

There is another group of pins from 
entities that British collectors will 
certainly understand. They are 
made by entities who compete in 
regional games but are not eligible 
to compete in the Olympics. 
England, Scotland, Gibraltar and 
Anguilla are examples and all have 
made pins. Many NOC collectors try 
to obtain these elusive pins which 	 Macau 
are usually available only at these 

	Guadeloupe 

regional games. 



NOC Pins Today 

Today, virtually every country will have some sort of pin program; some sophisticated and well-
organized, others much less so. At Beijing, for example, over 200 countries participated in the 
Summer Games and almost all brought pins, some dated for the current Games, and some not 
dated. There are now 204 National Olympic Committees in the Olympic Family, and it is likely 
that all of them will attend the 2012 Summer Games in London. Some London-dated pins will 
start to appear in the months leading up to the Games. Some countries will honor collector 
requests by sending pins through the mail, often for a small donation. 

Australia's pin from Vancouver marked 
their 114th year of Olympic participation. 
The Marshall Islands joined their Oceania 
neighbor as the 204th Member of the IOC 
in 2004 with the Beijing Games. 

NOC Pins as a Hobby 

With NOC pins, collectors most often start their hobby by trading with athletes at the Olympic 
Games. After the Games, collectors trade among themselves and some expand their hobby by 
looking for pins from past Olympics. Today, it is estimated that there are roughly 5000 — 7,000 
NOC pin collectors around the World. Because of easy availability, most collectors focus on 
recent Games. (Note: There were more different NOC pins available at the Athens and Beijing 
Games than at all previous Olympiads combined.) And there are probably around 300 - 400 
serious collectors who aggressively pursue 'historical' NOC pins, pins from older Games, all the 
way back to 1906. 

Historical NOC pins collectors usually fall into one of two categories . . . those who collect pins 
from specific countries (i.e., French or British pins), and those who collect pins from specific 
Olympic Games (i.e., anything from London 1948 or Beijing 2008). 
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Like other collecting hobbies, the value of any particular NOC pin hinges on its rarity, its 
condition and its attractiveness. Perhaps the most collectable countries are Great Britain and 
France, because of their long pin tradition and the attractiveness of their pins. Other countries 
popular with collectors are Portugal (with a long history of handsome pins), Austria, Switzerland, 
Sweden, Japan, Hungary and Czechoslovakia/Czech Republic. Occasionally, these small bits of 
metal can be very expensive with some rare older pins bringing over £600 each at auction. 

Some Common Questions and Answers regarding Olympic NOC Pins 

How does pin trading actually work at the Olympic Games? 

Typically, as a visitor arrives at the Olympic Games, at London for example, he/she might buy 
some souvenir pins in a local gift shop, or find some free pins being given away by a sponsor or 
TV broadcaster. Then, the collector begins to notice pin trading on the street, or at the various 
sports venues. As the budding collector gets more interested, he/she may buy more souvenirs 
as "trading stock". Once armed with some duplicates, the new collector may start by trading a 
souvenir pin with a French gymnast for a French pin. Then, another swap ... this time it's a 
souvenir Olympic mascot pin with a Russian coach for a Russian Team pin. Before the day is 
over, the aspiring collector has a dozen NOC's. Then, as the days pass, some collectors get the 
urge to acquire a pin from every country that participates at those Games. With a lot of hard 
work and a bit of luck, the new collector may even be able to acquire a pin from each NOC. 
And, it doesn't stop there. The collector might, for example, find an athlete from Holland or 
Egypt who has pins from some of the past Games (i.e., Athens 2004 or even Rome 1960) to 
trade and, suddenly, the collector is on the road to collecting historical NOC's, one of the most 
rewarding of Olympic memorabilia collecting specialties. 

1) Where can you find older NOC pins? 

Collectors can often find athletes at the Games who have been to previous Olympiads who will 
bring those pins to the current Games to trade. Experienced collectors even try to meet each 
other at each Games. Other sources include trading with collectors from other countries through 
the mail or the Internet. Collectors can develop sources in the individual Olympic Committees 
and, of course, there are many dealers and auctioneers. Personally, I have had success finding 
new pieces for my collection in antique stores, coin stores and flea markets while traveling 
abroad. 

2) How will I know what a pin is worth when I find one for trade or sale? 

Like any collectable, determining value is far more an art than a science. Some general rules of 
thumb? The major drivers of value are rarity, condition and attractiveness. Age is not 
necessarily a critical factor. You might have to cough up twice as much for a very scarce pin 
from a recent Games than what might be required for a common pin from 40 — 50 years ago. 
The best bet in moving toward building a serious collection is sharing experiences with other 
advanced collectors and reputable dealers. There are examples of rare NOC's selling for 
hundreds, even thousands, of dollars but this is very uncommon. There are many good NOC's 
available to the historical collector within easy range of the average pocketbook. 
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3) Do you think that older NOC pins are a good investment? 

Most seasoned Olympic collectors are wary of recommending Olympic memorabilia as 
investment alternatives to traditional investment vehicles. There are many safer and more 
predictable ways to build your nest egg. However, premium Olympic collectibles have generally 
risen steadily in value for years, perhaps averaging in excess of 10% increases per year. 

4) Where can I see examples of good collections? 

While there are some fine collections in museums (the IOC Museum in Lausanne and the 
University of Illinois collection in Champaign come to mind) but most of the superb historical 
NOC collections are in the hands of private collectors. Occasionally, some of the better 
collections will be displayed during the Olympic Games ... a great place to get some ideas. And, 
there are good web sites available on the Internet that can assist you in almost every Olympic 
collecting category. For NOC pins, as an example, you can see virtually every NOC pin ever 
made at the NOC Pin Guide Web site www.olympicnocpins.com 

5) Looking to the future, which NOC pins will likely be the most desirable in London in 
2012? 

Again, the key factors in determining desirability will be rarity, condition and attractiveness. 
Some collectors will insist on having every NOC pin from particular Games, and they will pursue 
the last few missing pieces for their collection very aggressively. NOC pin rarity can be 
influenced by the number of athletes each NOC sends to the Games. Sometimes, for example, 
it can be difficult to find pins from NOC's that only have one or two athletes. But, not always. 
Pins from some NOC's with small contingents (i.e. Monaco, Bahrain) have had pins that have 
been unexpectedly easy to find because they routinely provide their teams with lots of pins, and 
some NOC's will even provide pins to collectors upon request. On the other hand, other NOC's 
with large contingents, especially poorer countries, sometimes make only a few pins for each 
team member, and these can be difficult to find. NOC's that have been hard-to-find in past 
Games include some of the smaller, less well-resourced African and Asian countries. Other 
highly-attractive NOC pins, while much more common, have been very popular with collectors 
due to their attractiveness or uniqueness. These include Great Britain's classic shields, the 
golden Qatar pins, the Thai elephants, and beautifully-crafted pins from Saudi Arabia, Bhutan 
and Portugal, just to name a few. And, then there are the countries who will be participating for 
the first time. Sometimes these fledgling NOC's, having never witnessed the pin phenomenon, 
may only produce few pins, if any, using them more for identification than for trading purposes. 
Complicating things further, a few NOC's actually produce "delegation" pins or badges, either as 
identification or as mementoes for their members. Delegations pins (i.e., Swiss, Czech and 
Danish) are usually only given individually to specific Team members and in a very small quantity 
... often only one each, and these are not intended to be used as trading pins. These items can 
be very difficult for collectors to find. 
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Delegation Badges from Switzerland, Micronesia and Armenia. 

Historical NOC pin collecting can be not only satisfying, but may also help build your sense of 
geography and Olympic history. It can also be an avenue to building friendships all around the 
World. So, don't be shy or unprepared during the Games. Look at your world map before you 
go. Learn where Liberia, Lebanon and Latvia are. Learn the distinction between Slovakia and 
Slovenia. Learn to recognize the various countries' flag. Appreciate that your global neighbors 
want to know as much about you as you do about them. Make each pin trade into a cultural 
experience. And, above all, be a good ambassador of your country by being courteous and 
sensitive to diversity. 

Good Collecting! 

TOKYO 1940 - 'New' N.Y.K. postcards 

With thanks to Chris Cohen. 

Three N.Y.K postcards with the 'Tokyo 1940' text as divider between the message and address 
sections were seen on ebay in 2008, but the illustrations were too poor to reproduce, and 
requests to the vendor for better scans went unanswered. Attempts to buy the cards were 
unsuccessful as they reached dizzy heights. 

Thanks to Chris, we can now illustrate two of the designs. 

Greater interest is in the format - artist design to top left, with the bow of a ship emerging at 
bottom right. At least one other design exists, and it is probable that there are others to be 
found. The cards may also exist with the Olympic text and with the text overprinted. 

Reports of any further 'finds' from this series of postcards with photocopies or scans would be 
appreciated. 
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Fruit picking and gathering. 
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The pillow in 
March 2010 

If any member 
or their partner 
is interested in 
joining the 
relay, they 
should contact 
Mary Hocking 
01252 875158 

The North Downs Lacemakers Pass-the-Pillow Relay. 

London 2012 has inspired many projects around the country. 

This project aims to get as many people as possible to participate in making a continuous piece 
of lace by the time of the Olympic and Paralympic Games in London in 2012. The ideal is to get 
'2012 by 2012', and we are more interested in the number of people taking part than in the length 
of lace achieved. 

We launched the project in February 2009. 

You do not need to be a lacemaker to take part, so detailed instruction can be given for each 
stitch if necessary. Experienced lacemakers can choose their own stitches, as long as extra pin 
holes are not added, because this would confuse people later on. 

We have visited various museums and libraries, community occasions and lace events in our 
local counties of Hampshire, Berkshire and Surrey, and also as far afield as London, Sussex, 
Devon, Worcestershire, Wales and Scotland. 

When we have completed our lace we hope to use it as part of a collage depicting the handover 
of the Olympic Flame from London 2012 to the games in Brazil in 2016, with images of the 
signatures of some of the participants. This is still in the planning stage as yet because we do not 
know how much lace there will be. 

At the present time we have 2.24 metres of lace made by 1251 people, aged from 3 to 93. 

If you would be interested in taking part in our project we will try to organise a visit to your group. 
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cheques; PayPal - in f sterling. 

SOC - 2010-2011 Olympic Pictograms 
Supplies are limited so sony, not more than 2 of any one item per person 	Cost Number Total 

30 November 2010 
HS301110(B) Boccia stamp (Sheffield) Boccia pictogram h/s  £1.5()_____.....  

SS2010-15(2) Boccia SmartStamp 2nd class Boccia pictogram h/s £1.50 ........___ 	
SS2010-15(A) Boccia SinaitStamp Airmail Boccia pictogram h/s £2.013 

HS301110(F) Football Stamp (Wembley) Soccer pictogram h/s £1.50  
S52010-16(2) Football SmartStarrc• 2nd class Soccer pictogram his £1.50 .117:11  
SS2010-16(A) Football SmartStamp Airmail Soccer pictogram h/s £2.00 

01 February 2011 
HS010211(H) Hockey stamp (Blackheath) Hockey pictogram h/s £1.50  

SS2011-01(2) Hockey SmartStamp 2nd class Hockey pictogram h/s £1.50  
SS2011-01(A) Hockey SmartStamp Airmail Hockey pictogram h/s £2.00 

HS010211W Weightlifting stamp (Bisham) Wtlifting pictogram his £1.50 
SS2011-02(2) Weightlifting SS 2nd class Milting pictogram his £1.50  
SS2011-02(A) Weightlifting SS Airmail Wtlifting pictogram h/s £2.00 

24 March 2011 
HS240311(G) Goalball stamp goalball pictogram h/s £1.50 
SS2011-3(2) Goalball SmartStarnp 2nd class goalball pictogram his £1.50  ------ 
SS2011-3(A) Goalball SmartStamp Airmail goalball pictogram h/s £2.00 — ------- 

.:=== 
HS240311(S) Shooting stamp shooting pictogram his £1.50 ......_..............._____ 
552011.4(2) Shooting SmartStamp 2nd class shooting pictogram h/s £1.50  
SS2011-4(A) Shooting SmartStamp Airmail shooting pictogram h/s £2 GO 

Total order 
Postage 	UK up to £30 	' 	£1.00 

UK Over £30 (rug d) 	£5.50 
Europe Reg'd 	 .00 () 	 £6 
World (registered) 	' 	MOO 

Registered sendings will be in 
collectable covers with Olympic 
franking 

Total to Pay 

Your Name & Address 

Your e-mail 

Your phone 

Pair 	Pa 	al to marathon 	ocietyofolympiccollectors.org 	  

Order by post from Bob Wilcock, 24 Hamilton Crescent, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5ES 
(UK cheques only, Euro or USS cash by registered post only please - £1 = €1.25 or 61.6). 

The international gold medal exhibit and collection of Vic Manikian will be the highlight 
of the Schuyler Rumsey Auctions to be held 

April 27 - May 1 during WESTPEX 2011 in San Francisco, California. 

Comprising roughly 150 lots of both single items and groupings, 
the Manikian material covers the Olympic Games from 1896 to the present. 

For more information and to order a free catalog, please visit the Schuyler Rumsey 
website: www.rumseyauctions.com 
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The 12th International Collector's Fair in Cologne invites you 

The German Olympic & Sports Museum in Cologne and the German Olympic & 
Sports Collectors Association IMOS invite you to attend the 12/h hternational 
Collector's Fair. 
One year after the successful IOC sponsored meeting at the same venue the 
collector's fair will continue with its 12th edition. 

New to the programme are presentations, covering the Olympics from Athens 1896, 
Stockholm 1912 and London 2012, memorabilia, philately and even sports history in 
the purest sense, reinforcing the international character of this meeting' 

Stathis Douramakos, Athens: 
Olympic Games 1896: the winner and participation medals and their boxes 

Dr. Ansgar Molzberger, Cologne: 
Stockholm 1912: planning, production, staging and realization of the Olympic games 
1912 from the organizing committee's perspective.  

Bob Farley, Worcester 
Postal commemoration of the road to LONDON 2012 

The programme starts on Friday, April 8th, 2 p.m. with a guided tour through the 
campus of the German Sport University (Deutsche Sporthochschule), followed by the 
dinner. 
On Saturday, April 9th, the doors of the Museum will open for the Fair. German Post 
will be present with a booth offering three different postmarks commemorating major 
events or anniversaries in 2011: 
The Munich 2018 bid, the women's soccer world cup in Germany and the 79' 
anniversary of the Olympic Winter and Summer Games in Germany. I 

it. !COLN 4, 	(-- 	sr KCILN 2  
ci 61e XXIA 

q0 ,,,os 	- /froh 	FUSSBALI- 
z,. .,...e ■ 	l, „ 	WHIMEISTIRSCHIFT 

,,,L, -,1 Tv \a„," I' 4, 	DER FRAUEN 
"LMONCHEN 2018 =6 	Erattetnpsspier 

p Candidate City -1 	an 21.061111i. Berlin 

\ '..,.._* -9.-4.2011::y 	-9.-4.2011 

The lades / partners programme will visit the Duftmuseum (aroma museum), a 
scenic auise on he river Rhine is available for the afternoon, bllowed by he event 
dinner This dinner will be a good opportunity to socialise and share thoughts with old 
and new friends. 

The gates open at 10 o'clock on Sunday, April 101h for the Fair. At 10:30 there wil be 
the presentations followed by an autograph session with well-known sports(wo)men. 
Search for the latest news at wwwisos-online.net 
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Delivery of Torch Bearer within the United Kingdom 

A notice for all U.K. members 

We take great care to ensure that Torch Bearer usually complies 
with the 100 gram requirements for letter post. 

In rare instances where this cannot be achieved, we frank at the 
appropriate rate. 

We are aware of recent incidents where a surcharge has been 
applied with underpayment stated as the reason. 

In the instances that we are aware of, the penalty surcharge and 
underpayment has been applied because the envelope has been 

determined as exceeding the permitted thickness. 

If you receive a surcharge on a Torch Bearer, please challenge the 
validity of the charge before making payment. 

Some of our newer members may not be aware of two 'filing aids' incorporated into Torch 
Bearer: 

- The number of rows underling to the Torch Bearer title on the front cover which extends 
across the spine identifies if an issue is number 1, 2, 3 or 4 within a volume. 

- The dates of the Summer and Winter Games on the front cover shown as white tet on 
dark background indicate that there is an article relating too, or with reference to that 
celebration of the Games, but be vigilent, it may be buried deep within an article! 
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Olympic Games Memorabilia 
Auctions 

Want List Service 
Appraisal Service 

Exhibit Service 

Always buying, selling & accepting consignments: 
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals, 

Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports, 
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs. 

Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available. 

Ingrid O'Neil 
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia 

PO Box 872048, Vancouver WA 98687 USA 
Tel. (360) 834-5202 + Fax (360) 834-2853 

www.ioneil.com • ingrid@ioneil.com 


